TAP
-

-

JAZZ
-

-

Pre Grades: Black and white SDS dress, or black and white SDS uniform top and shorts
Level 1 and above: Black and white top and hot pants
o If you do not have a uniform, a black singlet and black hot pants are ok
Tan or black Tap shoes
Hair is to be tidy, in a ponytail with fringes off the face
BOYS: Black dress pants and a white dress shirt

Intro to Dance: An outfit of your choice
Pre Grades: Black and white SDS dress, or black and white SDS uniform top and shorts
Grade 1 and above: Black and white top and hot pants
o If you do not have a uniform, Pre Grades may wear a suitable dancewear outfit of choice,
and Grade 1 and above may wear a black singlet top and hot pants
Black canvas shoes for Intro-Pre Grade 2 (Intro can wear bare feet)
Leather Jazz shoes for Pre Grade 3 and above (Pre Grade 3 can wear black canvas shoes)
Hair is to be tidy, in a ponytail with fringes off the face
BOYS: Black shorts or long pants and an SDS t-shirt
Open Jazz classes may wear an outfit of their choice

BALLET
- Pre Grades: Pink SDS Dress or outfit of choice with pink canvas or leather Ballet shoes
- Grade 1-4: Maroon SDS leotard and skirt, Ballet tights preferred and leather Ballet shoes (with or
without ribbons)
- Grade 5 and above: Black leotard and skirt, Ballet tights preferred and Leather ballet shoes (with
or without ribbons)
- Hair for all Ballet students must be in a tidy bun
- BOYS: Black shorts or tights, SDS t-shirt or appropriate Ballet top, with black canvas shoes

HIP HOP
- All levels: SDS t-shirt and black basketball shorts
o Shorts can be hired from backstage for $2.
o Black baggy pants or tights are also ok.
o If you don’t have an SDS t-shirt, a plain black t-shirt is ok.
- Hair is to be in 2x French braids, or a pony tail (braids are not compulsory)
- Full black canvas shoes or equivalent
- BOYS: SDS t-shirt and shorts

CONTEMPORARY
- All levels: Black and white SDS uniform top and shorts, with cut off black opaques. (Black tights
can be worn instead of shorts and opaques)
o If you do not have a uniform, a black singlet with either black tights or shorts with
opaques are ok
- Hair is to be tidy, in a ponytail with fringes off the face
- Bare feet
- BOYS: SDS t-shirt with black shorts or tights

